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1. Abstract
History has proven paper as the number one carrier of questionnaires with many
hard-to-beat features. Responding to a questionnaire is in many cases based on the
good will of a respondent. Even with the best technological solution, some
respondents will always prefer paper to any other solution. And pressed to any
other solution will affect the overall response rate.
On the other hand, just because a proportion of our respondents prefer paper to
electronic carriers – the NSI’s do not have to bare the burden of paper. With that in
mind we set out to define a system that makes the need for paper redundant. The
basis is a result of a scanning process, where an image and a data file is created for
each scanned questionnaire. A prototype was created, that visualized the key
feature, which is, the ability to combine image and data in one screen as seen in
screenshot 1.

Also the active entry point is marked simultaneously in both image and the editable
data field. To ease the error-handling process symbols for warnings and absolute
errors are used. In the prototype the search facilities are very limited.
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2. The prototype – step by step
The prototype was written entirely in Blaise:
1) Define a data-model for the questionnaire, including the field-definition
and rules-section (where the error-checking is defined)
2) Make a definition of the questionnaire in the ZoneDef program. This is
where the link between data and the precise zone in the questionnaire is
done.
3) Make a manipula-program, which combines the data-file and the image
file. The key to the match is in this case an identification number.
4) Now all there is to do is running the manipula-program. This results in at
database, filled with scanned data. Now it is possible to see each
questionnaire on screen with the corresponding data in the dep-window
(Screenshot 1).
In the prototype it wasn’t interesting to see all the clean questionnaires, therefore
some additional manipula-programs where used.
1) One that run through the questionnaires checking the rules.
2) One that counts all questionnaires, to find clean, suspect, dirty, notchecked.
3) One that moves clean questionnaires to a clean database
Now, all you have left is the questionnaires, which need to be checked. It is
possible to correct obvious faults, ie. the scan, respondents writing in the wrong
columns. Then run the check-programs again, and move the (new) clean
questionnaires to the clean database, thus reducing the dirty database to the
questionnaires, that needs direct action with the respondent.

3 First version
With the key functionality in place a system was planned to handle all tasks usually
needed to handle paper questionnaires. The tasks in question are error handling and
normal everyday retrieval of a specific questionnaire.
Some of the requirements for the solution are:
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•

The user interface must be menu driven. It shall be possible to get a status
on a chosen dataset as to number of records, how many errors and a count
on errortypes.

•

Multi user system.

•

Possibility to add (also without an image file) and delete a questionnaire.

•

Filter. Example: Search for records with specific error-type and possibility
to auto-jump between records with the same error-type. Or retrieve all
questionnaires from a postal code. Or ..

•

Search. In all fields – with wildcard characters.

•

Easy access to relevant additional metadata in list boxes.

